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Asking forAsking for
help is hardhelp is hard

I am help-resistant, so are many of my
students

Why do certain students ask for help?

What help-seeking factors are within my
control?

Black, S. (2016). Psychosocial Reasons Why Patrons Avoid Seeking
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Reflected on my
own past
experiences

Consulted
existing help-
seeking
scholarship

Recommited to
these changes

It’s simple,
scalable,
sharable

Changing the languageChanging the language



Who makes researchWho makes research
appointments? Who doesn’t?appointments? Who doesn’t?

High self-efficacy

Intrinsic motivation

Growth mindset

Fear of judgement

Feelings of uncertainty

Grade motivation

Help-resistantHelp-seekers
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So it’s about emotion.So it’s about emotion.
Does help-seeking have to be so emotionally charged?

I can use language to minimize barriers to

help-seeking and increase the likeliness of a

help-resistant student creating a research

appointment.



What doesWhat does
this look like?this look like?

Struggle-Based Language example 1: 

“Find me if you’re struggling”

 Imply that one must admit they are failing in order to

get help

 Imply that research appointments are a last resort

This might:

1.

2.

Instead: 

Reframe appointments as a tool to get ahead, to be

proactive and engaged. 



What doesWhat does
this look like?this look like?

Struggle-Based Language example 2: 

“If you find yourself struggling, don’t struggle alone. Make an

appointment and we can work on this together.”

A new way to say things: 

“Use this tool! Your professors do, all the time! I’d love to help you

sharpen up your research skills, from figuring out where to start

looking to formatting citations, where ever you’re at. Even if your paper

is already very good, we might be able to make it great.”

Pity

Empower



Mindset change,Mindset change,  
not language changenot language change

The language will come
naturally. 



Self-reflection:Self-reflection:

01

02
Could it contribute to feelings
of inadequacy and shame?

What am I currently saying?
Am I aware of it’s potential
impact? 

03

04

Could compassion be
misconstrued for pity?

Am I focusing on empowerment,
collaboration, and positive
outcomes? 



01

02

Shared reflection:Shared reflection:
Team sessions and peer
feedback to share insights and
inclusive language strategies

Material review to identify
instances where language may
emphasize struggle

03
Talk to students to learn about
their experiences and what they
find discouraging



Speak fromSpeak from
the heartthe heart


